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Why  did  we  stop  cuddling  
stuffed  animals?



Stress    level



Taking  really  long  
showers  without  doing  

anything.



The   damage   for  this  project

Alone,  I   used 

12.096   liters   of   water, 

Which   are 

45   bathtubs  
Extra   emotional   shower   water



Emotional  shower

Functional  shower

n=31

How  many  of  them ?



Overthinking 

Hormones 

Genetic 

More  involved 

We   talk   about   it

Women’s   problems 



Overthinking 

Hormones 

Genetic 

More  involved 

We   talk   about   it

Women’s   problems 



Overthinking

Isolation Activity

Control Stimulation

Relaxing

Needs



Isolation 

Warmth of water and steam 

Kind of activity 

Repetition of sound and pressure 
Control 

Emotional   showers



Where to intervene?

I   want   Women   to   use   
less water   when    they   
want   to  shower   for   
emotional  needs



I   want   Women   to   use   
less water   when    they   
want   to  shower   for   
emotional needs

Inside shower 
(intensify 

experience)

Outside 
shower 

(transition)

Outside 
shower 

(replacement 
for shower)



How?
Interaction  vision

Non-committal (activity) 
Active  yet passive 
Repetitive  
Responsible  
Being trusted 



Ideation

The  emotional  cuddle

DUSHI
Introduced  in  the   Shower

For  an  intensified  experience

Because  of  different  
structures  inside
It  can  be  touched  and  
massaged 

Dushi  can  also  be  used  on  the  couch  to  cuddle

After  
ideation,  
four  
prototypes  
were  made  
and  tested.



In  between  results

Improvements 

Fabric  stayed  wet  
No  where  to  place  in  shower

Shape

Weight

Fabric

Stuffing 
(movable  elements)

Symmetry



NIKWAX ANALOGY® INSULATOR 
Waterproof fabric

Loop 
Easy to hang in the shower

Inner  cover 
Encloses the stuffingShower  cover 

Soft and quickly dry

MIcrofiber 
Soft and feels nice when wet

Cuddle  cover 
Really soft

Cuddle  fleece 
In cute pink

Final  Dushi 
3  layers



Final  Dushi 
Material  inside

NIKWAX ANALOGY® INSULATOR
Down 
(Nikwax Hydrophobic Down)

Compartment filled with soft material; 
whole wheat or rice. 

Compartments filled with 
soft material; whole wheat 
or rice. 
All different in softness. 

Water compartment
Heating element (chemical)
Cherry pits compartment

ISO Pearls

Harder
(this one can be 
moved to the other 
side)

Air trapped (for insulation)



Final  Dushi 
Use  shower

Can  be  used  handsfree 

Becomes  hot  by  the  water 

Around  neck  or  sideways 

Stimulation  by using  your  
Hands  to  move  elements  
inside 



Final  Dushi 
Use  transition

Velcro  for  closing Used  in  last  test 



Final  Dushi 
Use  transition

Velcro at all sides* To make it easier in transition



Final  Dushi 
Use  outside  shower

Cuddling with warm soft Dushi

To make it more active; responsive 
interactive lights inside the cover. *

Heating elements can be placed 
inside Dushi*



Final  Dushi 
Fit  to  interaction 

Non-committal 
Total  control 
Passive   yet   active 
Soft  yet  hard 
Feels  very  natural 
Feels   really   comforting

Women   use   less 
water   when    they   
cuddle  with  dushi



LEt’s  start  cuddling  
again



Questions?



I   want   women   to   use   
less   water   when   they   
want   to   shower   for   
emotional   needs. 

Just  as   nice   to   cuddle   with   dushi   
as   a   shower   to   Skip   emotional   
showers   now   and then. 



Dushi  1

Dushi   2

Dushi  3

Great MEH
Fabric
Weight
Elements inside

Asymmetry

Shape
Elements inside

Too light
Color
Fabric too harsh

Weight
Color

Fabric too thin

Recommendations
Something that you 
can put it somewhere. 
Cools off quick 
because the fabric is 
wet.

A little loop to put it 
on a hook

You have to hold it all 
the time.
Make it fast drying

Funny

Used it as pillow.

Nice that you can 
move elements inside 
the dushi.





COOLMAX® (Invista) 
Coolmax is a breathable polyester, it is moderately hydrophobic, so it absorbs little fluid and dries rela-
tively quickly (compared to absorbent fibers such as cotton). It is a really soft fabric. 

http://coolmax.com/en/

NIKWAX ANALOGY® INSULATOR
Nikwax Analogy® Insulator combines Nikwax® Windproof closely woven microfibre outer with Nikwax 
synthetic, water-resistant and provide excellent insulation for overlayering with other Nikwax fabrics. It 
retains heat very effectively and provides moisture vapour transfer.

THERMOLITE® T-Down EcoMade  
(Invista)
THERMOLITE®
Thermolite® provides warmth and comfort without weight, even when wet. It is made with empty core 
fibers that trap air and create a layer with greater isolation. This is an eco-friendly one that is made from 
100% recycled PET fiber. 

Invista, https://thermolite.com/Technologies-and-Innovations/THERMOLITE-EcoMade-Technologies

Cortex 500
Cortex is made of different layers. The layers looks similar to thermolite. This layer is mixed with a 
polyamide elastic woven fabric. The polyurethane membrane sticks both layers to create an amazing 
stretch fabric. 

Lavtec Fabrics, http://www.lavtecfabrics.com/cortex.shtml



Nylon
Water resistanc Nylon 
(polyamide with PVC coating 
(also called PU coating). Quite 
though fabric though.

Soft Shell
Polyester with a coating on 
top. Would not be totally 
waterproof. Cheap. 

Fleece
Quick drying, warm, 
Breathable and superlight. Good 
insulation due to fibres that 
contain air. (quite cheap)

Micro Fleece

Microfibre
Mostly made from polyester. Is water repelant. Also used 
for thermal insulation as a replacement for down feather 
insulation in sleeping bags and outdoor equipment, be-
cause of their better retention of heat when damp or wet. 
Microfiber is also used for water insulation in automotive 
car covers. 

Outside  material
Waterproof


